Nicole Brick - Motivating Movement

Nicole is currently the Trainer and Assessor for the Child Care Division at the Gold Coast Institute of Technology. For the past 15 years, since gaining her qualification from Charles Sturt University, Nicole has been an early childhood Educator/Director in centres through the Gold Coast and has delivered workshops on a variety of topics at both small child care centres and large conferences. Her fun, hands on style will have you laughing as you learn, so be prepared to get involved!

Rosina Stensness – Teamwork presentation

Currently the Head of School for the Gold Coast Institute of Technology, Rosina has been an early childhood educator for many years in centres throughout Queensland. Her extensive knowledge, of all facets of the child care profession, was gained through working and studying her way from assistant right through to Director, whilst working full time and raising her family. In this workshop Rosina will have you examining your role in your team as well as how to motivate teamwork in those around you. A great workshop for all early childhood professionals.